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Analytics Reunion – June 16, 2017
#HEexperts

Connecting analytics to strategic decision making

Share our progression in reporting

Next steps

2

Session objectives
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“Executives still have to make the same strategic 

decisions that they have always made…the only 

difference is that we now have a great deal more 

data and analytics to help make these decisions.”

Harvard Business Review

3

Effective reporting is important

4

“What does all of this mean?”

Analytics was providing vast amounts of data
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We needed a new plan for reporting

Admissions

-Acquisition data

-Student journey

-Goal completions 

6

We worked with each department on their needs
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Career services

-Current student behaviors

-Content use

-Advising services & event 

promotion engagement
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We based our approach from their lens

Google Sheets API
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We retooled our reporting process
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Google Analytics 

Custom Reports
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We automated many of our standard reports

Simplified graphics and 

tables when possible.
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We redeveloped our reporting format
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We were too visual. We 

needed to simply and focus 

for our audiences.
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We redeveloped our Data Studio reports 

Before
After

Too much data visualization Too much analysis

12

We expanded our analysis and interpretation
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A focus on describing data 

and events in meaningful 

ways.
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Added context and meaning for each audience

Industry comparisons are powerful.

Include information about our 

competition’s websites. 

Tools such as:

-SEMrush 

-Similarweb

-RivalIQ

14

Provided baselines and comparisons
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On-campus internal users 

behavior report.
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The results answered questions such as 

current student website usage

Graduate programs form conversions 

from eblast campaigns.

16

Outcomes include improved analysis on eblast

targeting and conversions
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Reporting that is embraced by leadership for its 

insights and clarity and a process that increased 

the value of our Google Analytics reporting and 

analysis efforts.

17

The result

Don’t forget the fundamentals!

How can your reports go beyond data harvesting?

What baseline and objectives are being incorporated?

18

Recap
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“In a recent McKinsey Global Survey, participants ranked senior-

management involvement as the factor contributing the most to their 

effectiveness with data and analytics.”

Think With Google

19

One final thought – collaboration is essential

Discover How Marketing Analytics Increases Business Performance

• https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/discover-how-marketing-analytics-increases-business-performance.pdf

From Insight to Action: How Data-Driven Marketing Is Supporting Big Decisions

• https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/data-driven-marketing-decision-
making/

The 4 Important Things About Analyzing Data Part 2: Understand the Purpose of the Analysis and Who Needs the 
Results

• https://blog.treasuredata.com/blog/2015/04/03/4-important-things-about-analyzing-data-understand-the-purpose-
and-results/

Marketing in the driver’s seat: Using analytics to create customer value

• https://www.google.com/analytics/resources/whitepaper-marketing-in-the-drivers-seat.html?utm_source=ga-
blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2016-q4-gbl-all-ga360-suite&utm_content=hbr-data-strategy-create-
value

Similar Web

• Similarweb.com

SEMRush

• Semrush.com

HigheredExperts

• Higheredexperts.com
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Resources

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/discover-how-marketing-analytics-increases-business-performance.pdf
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/data-driven-marketing-decision-making/
https://blog.treasuredata.com/blog/2015/04/03/4-important-things-about-analyzing-data-understand-the-purpose-and-results/
https://www.google.com/analytics/resources/whitepaper-marketing-in-the-drivers-seat.html?utm_source=ga-blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2016-q4-gbl-all-ga360-suite&utm_content=hbr-data-strategy-create-value
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